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EMMAUS INTERNATIONAL IS MADE Up OF A HOST OF pEOpLE, ORgANISATIONS AND COUNTRIES, 
WITH AN ARRAy OF ACTIVITIES AND COMMITMENTS AND UNITED by THE SAME pRINCIpLES OF 
FIgHTINg THE CAUSES OF pOVERTy: WHEN FACED WITH UNjUST SITUATIONS, TAkE ACTION AND 
SpEAk OUT. LET’S TAkE A CLOSER LOOk...

 A
nyone who has the opportunity of visiting Emmaus 
groups around the world will be truly taken aback 
by their vitality. Faced with the colossal task of 
fighting exclusion, amid extreme poverty and 
widespread indifference, our local organisations 

are brimming with inventiveness and resilience. They are 
demonstrating that poverty is not inevitable. As well as 
responding to emergencies and meeting the basic needs of 
some of the poorest people in society, Emmaus groups are 
also quietly building a fairer world, where everyone has a 
role to play, where money serves people, based on ethical 
and social values. 

Emmaus International is not afraid of drawing on the 
example Emmaus groups are setting in order to build, where 
possible, a more political presence. This is needed more than 
ever in a world that has been given over to competition and 
waste, in which basic rights are flouted. The spinelessness 
of policy-makers is further pushing us in this direction.

Abbé Pierre, whose birthday centenary we marked in 2012, 
often used to sum up Emmaus by saying it was a “small, 
yet big thing”. He was, in this way, recognising the mar-
ginal impact and obvious weaknesses of Emmaus Interna-
tional’s action with regards to the immense challenges of 
fighting poverty. However, he also used to emphasise that 
a few individuals' determination to overcome their problems 
and refuse assistance, no matter how poor they were, could, 
through such a provocative impact, move mountains. Our 
founder had original insight, which is what we want to keep 
alive by continuing to take action and speak out. 

Jean Rousseau, 
 Chair of Emmaus International

Emmaus is always a step ahead!
 

A word from the Chair EMMAUS 
INTERNATIONAL   
AN OVERVIEW
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Emmaus International 
on the move

Emmaus International is a secular 
movement, which has been working 
for solidarity and fighting social exclu-
sion and poverty since it was founded 
by Abbé Pierre in 1971.  Its founding 
principles are take action and speak out 
and serve first those who suffer most. In 
practical terms, it enables some of the 
most disadvantaged people to take back 
control of their own lives by helping 
others. Their activities may be diverse 
but work, solidarity and including social-
ly excluded people in developing and im-
plementing solutions, from which they 
themselves benefit, are key to what the 
337 Emmaus International groups do. In 
the 37 countries and four continents on 
which Emmaus International is working, 
its member organisations develop econo-
mic and solidarity-based activities with 
some of the poorest people in society. 
They tackle waste by collecting and recy-
cling second-hand goods, making han-
dicrafts, doing organic farming, helping 
street children and providing microcredit. 

Shared commitments

Companions, volunteers and staff in 
their thousands are investing their time 
and energy every day to support the 
causes defended by every Emmaus group 
in the world. They are joined through 
shared, strong commitments that consti-
tute Emmaus International’s identity: of-
fering unconditional shelter, respecting 
human dignity, recognising every indivi-
dual’s ability to take control of their lives 
and to manage on their own and showing 
solidarity with the most vulnerable 
people in society.  

Autonomous groups

Each member organisation has its 
own legal identity and organisational, 
political and religious independence. To 
ensure organisations function smoothly, 
there are certain requirements to beco-
ming a member of Emmaus Internatio-
nal. Organisations must operate in a de-
mocratic manner, their finances must be 
transparent and they must be financially 
independent, or at least be aiming to be so.  

On the ground

Decisions that guide international  
action are made by the Emmaus groups. 
This democratic way of operating gives 
legitimacy and strength to the action, 
as it is supported by those who, in the 
four corners of the world, have instiga-
ted it. All of the bodies, both governing 
and consultative, are group members 
who have wanted to get more involved 
and take part in international action and 
reflection. Through this form of organi-
sation, Emmaus International remains 
faithful to its principles and its members.

A patchwork  
of local activities

Emmaus International has almost as many activities as it does 
groups. Only the membership dues – worked out according to 
each group’s resources – and an annual sale enable priority 
action and international solidarity to be implemented.

Income-generating activities

Social activities
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Collecting, 
sorting, restoring 
used items and 

materials, re-use, 
second-hand shops

Basic rights, 
violence against women, 

HIv and Aids, 
health education, 

environmental 
issues…

School, learning 
support, literacy, 

dress-making, computing, 
building, metalwork, car 
mechanics, handicraft, 

agriculture, driving 
lessons, culture…

Outreach, action 
for prisoners and addicts, 

tackling indebtedness, 
legal aid, work integration, 

medical, social and 
psychological support…. 

Food bank, 
accommodation, 

microcredit, interest-free 
loans, low cost shops 

and services, 
new technologies…

Carpentry, 
construction, 

metalwork, soap-making, 
dress-making, weaving, 

printing, baking, 
cheese-making, 

handicraft…

Shops, microcredit, 
cybercafés, 

letter writers, 
local radio, 

car mechanics, flourmill, 
waste collection, 

gardening, 
removals…

Organic and 
non-organic farming, 

market gardening, 
fish-farming, livestock 
farming, beekeeping, 

dairy…
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Democratic governance 

The way Emmaus International is or-
ganised was thought out from the very 
start when it was set up in 1971: it is 
democratic in that all member groups 
have an equal say. 
Every four years, a general (or world) 
assembly brings together all the Emmaus 
groups to elect a chair and to vote on the 
four-year report and guidelines for the 
future.

Every year, there is a Board meeting, 
comprising the chair and several elected 
members from the four Emmaus regions 
worldwide – also known as councillors 
– to implement the guidelines and deci-
sions voted upon at the general assembly.  

The Executive Committee meets every 
eight weeks, comprises a chair and seven 

THE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT is composed of 16 staff members working in several 
departments: administration and organisation, mobilisation, coordination and training, 
solidarity, priority action, communications, life of the movement and finance. A Chief 
Executive is responsible for the secretariat and the secretariat reports to the Executive 
Committee.

councillors elected by the Board and 
representatives of the four Emmaus re-
gions. The EC is responsible for the day-
to-day management of Emmaus Interna-
tional. Each member is allocated a specific 
work domain, so they can monitor and 
make decisions about the work carried 
out by the international secretariat.

The Emmaus regional secretariats sup-
port the Emmaus organisations in each 
region of the world, and supplement the 
international secretariat’s action on prio-
rity action, international solidarity and 
mobilisation. Two to three staff work at 
each secretariat alongside elected mem-
bers in the region where they are based: 
Emmaus America, Uruguay; Emmaus 
Africa, Burkina Faso; Emmaus Asia, In-
dia; Emmaus Europe, France.

jean Rousseau
Chair

Composition on 1 june 2013

The board
Elected members

The Executive Committee

javier pradini
Member
Spain

gérard Racinne
Treasurer

France

Nantegue kone
Côte d’Ivoire

Hélène Sayad
Lebanon

jorge Ambiado
uruguay

Moon Sharma
2nd vice-Chair  

 India

Tânia Schubert 
barbosa

Deputy Secretary
Brazil

Mahamady 
Sawadogo

Burkina Faso

Oswald Quintal
India

juan Melquiades
Peru

jean busogi
Member 

DRC

Dženana Šabic 
Bosnia

Franck-benoît 
puntous 

France

Hans Van beek
France

gianni belleti
Italy

Margherita 
Zilliacus
Finland

Silvana Nogarole
Italy

Tobias petersson
Sweden

Simon grainge
1st vice-Chair     

united Kingdom    

jean karekezi
Secretary
France

François 
d’Assise Tokpo

Benin

Alexander 
Sawarimuthu

India

Alberto Luis 
de Urquiza
Argentina
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Emmaus International, 
Abbé pierre’s sole legatee

In his will, Abbé Pierre appointed  
Emmaus International as his sole lega-
tee. This responsibility to “promote Abbé 
Pierre's ideas and work and protect his 
memory, as his sole legatee” is included 
in our statutes and has given rise to seve-
ral new missions:
≥  Emmaus International has inherited 

Abbé Pierre’s personal archives. It is 
responsible for conserving them for 
their historic importance and for the 
wider public and Emmaus movement, 
and to promote them so this universal 
heritage is not forgotten. 

≥  Abbé Pierre's estate, mainly compri-
sing copyrights on his various works 
– literary, photographic, audio, cine-
matic and audiovisual – and, in some 
cases, for their translations into seve-
ral languages.

≥  Emmaus International is responsible 
for all aspects of Abbé Pierre’s image 
rights, particularly usage of his name 
to ensure it is not deformed or mi-
sused.

≥  Protecing Abbé Pierre’s memory from 
all forms of abuse or defamation. 

This is particularly hard to achieve at glo-
bal level since Abbé Pierre has become 
such a well-known figure in the fight 
against poverty and injustice.

As Abbé Pierre’s sole legatee and having 
been entrusted with taking up his action 
around the world, Emmaus International 
takes care of its founder’s heritage and 
image and is responsible for keeping his 
memory alive.

Cataloguing the past…

In late December 2000, Abbé Pierre and 
Emmaus International deposited 200 
metres worth of archives (documents, 
photo libraries, posters and audiovisual 
material) at the National World of Work 
Archives (ANMT) in Roubaix, France. 
Since 2001, three archivists have worked 
on the archives. It has taken four years to 
catalogue the paper archives and make a 
preliminary inventory of the audiovisual 
material and half of Abbé Pierre and Em-
maus International's photo library.
It will take another four years for all the 
cataloguing to be complete. The archives, 
which are numerous and largely little-
known, are truly precious. They are full 
of perspectives on Abbé Pierre’s life, 
speeches and action around the world, 
as well as Emmaus International’s work. 
Digitalising them in order to preserve 
them and make them more accessible is, 
however, a real challenge. Besides the 
large amount of funding that needs to 
be found, the task will take several years, 
even if the older audiovisual material 
needs to be saved as a matter of urgency. 
To date, only a fraction of the documents, 
photographs and audiovisual material 
has been digitalised.

…and promoting it

The work that has been done is, howe-
ver, already starting to pay off. There 
is now considerably more material avai-
lable, which may be used for exhibi-
tions and documentaries, consulted for 
proofreading manuscripts or to supple-
ment new publications about Abbé Pierre 
and Emmaus. Once digitalised, these 
archives become a useful source of infor-
mation, which is gradually being drawn 
upon to promote Abbé Pierre’s heritage.
At the end of 2012, the French Ministry 
of Culture put forward a proposal for 
Abbé Pierre and Emmaus International’s 
archives to be entered in the UNESCO 
‘Memory of the World’ register. The re-
gister compiles all kinds of documentary 
heritage that is selected for its interna-
tional interest and exceptional value to 
all. This would provide fantastic recogni-
tion of Abbé Pierre’s unique internatio-
nal commitment. Emmaus International 
will undertake a thorough investigation 
of the archives between 2013 and 2015 
for this purpose.

9
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Abbé pierre’s  
birthday centenary

This year has featured an 
exceptional event: the cen-
tenary of Abbé Pierre’s 
birth on 4 August 2012. A 
variety of events were put 
on to commemorate the 
birth day centenary, to re-
present, promote and make 
known Abbé Pierre’s vision 
and action. Earlier in the 
year on 22 January 2012, 

Emmaus groups also marked five years 
since Abbé Pierre’s death, notably with 
the opening of the Abbé Pierre - Em-
maus Centre (APEC) in Esteville, France.   

* www.centre-abbe-pierre-emmaus.org/

publications

Nine publications about Abbé Pierre 
have been published during the year, 
including five books and children’s comic 
books. Four others have also been repu-
blished.  In May 2012, a coffee table book 
was brought out entitled, Abbé Pierre, 
Inédits. Textes de combat, écrits intimes, 
correspondances (published by Bayard). 
It draws on some of Abbé Pierre’s recent-
ly catalogued archives that had previous-
ly been unpublished. Two other works, 
L’abbé Pierre, Mes amis, au secours ! (pu-
blished by Découvertes Gallimard) and 
the biography, L’abbé Pierre, un homme 
libre (published by Le Dauphiné libéré, 
as part of its ‘Les Patrimoines’ collection) 
have benefitted from plentiful illustra-
tions selected from among Abbé Pierre 
and Emmaus International’s archives. 
Two translations have been brought 
out: Les combats de l’abbé Pierre by  
Denis Lefèvre (published by Le Cherche-
Midi), translated into Italian with the 
support of Emmaus Italy, and Emmaüs 
et l'abbé Pierre by Axelle Brodiez-Dolino 

(published by Presses de SciencesPo) 
has been translated into English with the 
support of Emmaus UK.

Exhibitions

‘Abbé Pierre, brother to the poor, acti-
vist for peace’: this title of a unique ex-
hibition at the ANMT in Roubaix, France 
from December 2012 to April 2013, was 
in fact taken from the introduction to 
one of Abbé Pierre’s CVs.  
Another exhibition, ‘Abbé Pierre, the 
photographer’, also demonstrates a les-
ser-known and more personal side of the 
founder of Emmaus International. It was 
staged in five locations in 2012 and at the 
regional salon for Emmaus groups in Nord-
Pas-de-Calais in France in April 2013.

public recognition 

The Paris Mint, which issues France’s 
legal tender, commemorated the cen-
tenary – with permission from the euro 
zone authorities – by minting a 2 euro 
coin portraying Abbé Pierre. The coins 
are now circulating throughout the euro 
zone. A commemorative collector’s coin 
has also been minted. 
A catholic television programme also did 
a live broadcast on 5 August 2012 from 
the APEC, which was shown on French 
and Belgian channels. In addition, docu-
mentaries have been broadcast 
throughout the year.

11

WITHOUT INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITy, EMMAUS INTERNATIONAL WOULD CEASE TO ExIST. 
SOLIDARITy IS kEy TO OUR ExCHANgES, IT DRIVES SHARINg, AND FORMS pART OF OUR 
IDENTITIES. VIA THE SOLIDARITy INITIATIVES AROUND THE WORLD, THE pOOR ARE TAkINg 
ACTION, AND HELpINg EACH OTHER IN AID OF pEOpLE WHO ARE pOORER THAN THEy ARE.  
THIS SOLIDARITy IS A gREAT SOURCE OF WEALTH!

INTERNATIONAL 
SOLIDARITy: 
AN ESSENTIAL  
NETWORk
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Helping each other:  
a mainstay of Emmaus 
International

Solidarity  
projects and sales

A founding principle

Solidarity is a founding principle of 
Emmaus International – it was the rea-
son behind its creation. Far from being 
charity, solidarity holds together this 
supportive network, in which Emmaus 
groups’ activities help the members, go 
towards supporting local solidarity and, 
through the international initiatives, 
enable groups to help other groups, 
who assist others in turn. This solida-
rity stems from the huge inequality that 
exists between the world’s regions and 
countries. The Emmaus International 
solidarity fund is a direct application of 
the principle of sharing wealth. Everyone 
shares a varying proportion of their re-
sources to contribute to the movement’s 
activities. The most fortunate groups, 
generally in Europe, are conscious of how 
privileged they are compared with other 
groups, so they agree to contribute more 

to a shared fund. This method of pooling 
resources meets another main objective: 
self-sufficiency. Although it is difficult 
for everyone to achieve, it becomes pos-
sible via sharing.

Solidarity day by day

In their own different ways, Emmaus 
groups are putting this solidarity into 
practice. They generally implement local 
and international solidarity. They pro-
vide social support, work alongside other 
organisations and run projects or activi-
ties, indirectly creating more solidarity. 
Emmaus groups often show international 
solidarity by getting involved in Emmaus 
International’s priority action or solida-
rity initiatives. Inter-group partnerships 
are also formed through the various mee-
tings that are organised. These twinnings 
give Emmaus groups an opportunity to 
forge ties with each other and organise 
closer solidarity exchanges. 

International solidarity, implemented by 
the groups and coordinated by the inter-
national secretariat, comes in a variety 
of forms in order to meet all possible 
situations. The proceeds of annual sales 
staged by Emmaus groups, depending on 
their abilities, and their voluntary contri-
butions go into a shared solidarity fund. 
This is used to carry out new activities 
for social purposes or generate income, 
provide support in case of financial dif-
ficulty, ship containers and supply emer-
gency support. 

Annual solidarity sales: 
a source of international 
solidarity

Collecting, selling or producing items 
is not only a means of livelihood for 
Emmaus groups, but for Emmaus Inter-
national’s solidarity initiatives as well. In 
fact, these initiatives are financed solely 
with the solidarity funds generated by 
the annual sales held by Emmaus groups. 
Every spring, Emmaus groups all over 
the world organise special sales, which 
vary according to the size of the group. 
The proceeds then go to the solidarity 
fund. The sales themselves are often very 
enjoyable and get members, companions 
and volunteers involved. They can also 
provide an opportunity for campaigning. 
Over the last few years, some groups 
have even organised joint sales, pooling 
their objects, energy and commitment to 
the cause, resulting in events on a regio-
nal scale.

In 2012, solidarity sales held by Emmaus 
groups raised a total of 490 465 euros. 
This amount financed all the Emmaus 
International solidarity initiatives du-
ring the year: it made the container pro-
gramme possible, bolstered the regional 
funds and lent a helping hand to several 
groups affected by emergencies.

Funding our activities

Every year, Emmaus International 
finances a selection of local solidarity 
initiatives for which Emmaus groups 
need support. In 2012, 18 initiatives by 
Emmaus groups or regions were suppor-
ted with part of the sales proceeds. These 
initiatives included:
 

≥  Providing support for collective regio-
nal initiatives. In 2012, for example, 
this was the case for the Emmaus Ame-
rica groups, which needed funding for 
training. 

≥  Launching income-generating ini-
tiatives. This year, for example, the 
funding enabled Luanda (Angola) to 
set up a tailoring and dressmaking 
training scheme and the ATEP group 
(Togo) to open a bakery.

≥  Meeting one-off expenses such as the 
purchase of a lorry or agricultural 
tools, or setting up a second-hand shop.

wOMEN ARE OFTEN THE BIggEST vICTIMS OF 
POvERTY AND ExCLuSION. Emmaus groups are 
committed to righting this wrong and this year, once 
again, some of the projects for which they provided 
funding were dedicated to making life better for 
women: the support given to poultry farming in 
Bakhita (Togo) is helping to raise women out of 
poverty in a rural area; the Sonagnon group (Benin) 
was able to grant micro-credit to more women;  
Femmes Rurales Sans Frontières (Rural women 
without Borders, Cameroon) boosted its technical 
agricultural capacities; and AFA (Benin) was able to 
fund the activities of the Dodji Bata women.
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Solidarity map

Emergency support, Brazil  

In September 2012, Emmaus group Teresina lost its premises 
and warehoused goods in a fire so sent a request to Emmaus 
International for emergency support. To carry out the repairs 
needed, 3000 euros from Emmaus America and 11 000 from the 
Executive Committee Emergency Fund was granted. This was 
used to rebuild the destroyed warehouse, to protect the goods 
and furniture and improve working conditions in the sorting area.

Emmaus Salon in Paris, France

One hundred and fifty five Emmaus groups came to the 13th 
salon in June 2012, attracting 27 000 visitors to the big sale 
on the theme of re-use, giving groups a chance to present 
their activities. The sale raised up to 627 386 euros in support 
of international solidarity. The proceeds went to Africa this 
year for specific projects that were presented to the public 
including microcredit and water-access initiatives in Benin, 
agricultural activities in Cameroon and Togo, vocational 
training in Angola and the purchase of a van in South Africa.

Ecotourism, Asia

The seven Emmaus groups in Asia have been running 
ecotourism initiatives for the past four years. Both green and 
culturally interesting, they enable groups to let other Emmaus 
groups and the wider public know about them. They also raise 
local people’s awareness about environmental issues and 
increase the groups’ resources so they come within reach of 
financial independence. with 9954 euros received from the 
solidarity fund, the groups are renovating the buildings to 
improve visitors’ stays.

Carpentry, Burundi

The Emmaus Montbéliard community has chosen to commit 
to international solidarity by making significant financial 
contributions. Besides many other initiatives, ALDP in Burundi 
has thus been able to purchase modern carpentry machinery 
and increase its income by making made-to-order furniture. 
It also organises free vocational training. In addition, the 
carpentry workshop is made available to local unemployed 
people in the northern districts of Bujumbura with a view to 
their socio-economic integration.



programmes  
to meet every need
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The emergency fund

This fund is for Emmaus groups that 
have been affected by disasters such 
as natural catastrophes, as well as local 
people with whom they work. In 2012, 
Emmaus International granted three 
requests for emergency support. Two 
came from groups which had been affec-
ted by fires (the Emaus Teresina commu-
nity in Brazil and VCDS in India). The 
third came from groups in South India 
(Florence Home Foundation, Kudum-
bam and VCDS) which had been affected 
by Cyclone Nilam. These groups were 
granted joint emergency funding and 
support to help them rebuild.

The container programme

Not all Emmaus groups have access to 
the same resources, so they share what 
they have by sending each other shipping 
containers filled with useful goods. Em-
maus groups in Europe select educatio-
nal, technical or medical equipment, or 
goods such as clothes or bicycles, accor-

ding to the needs of the receiving group, 
and send them to an Emmaus group in 
Africa or Latin America which then uses 
the contents for its own initiatives or 
activities. This solidarity between groups 
is extremely important as the containers 
are sometimes a major source of income 
for the receiving groups, in addition to 
income from their own initiatives.
The International Container Fund sup-
ports the programme, provides training 
for the participants, allows groups to 
communicate before a container is sent, 
and even helps groups to send a contai-
ner. In 2012, for example, three Emmaus 
groups received financial support to help 
them meet the costs of sending a contai-
ner and administrative support to help 
them with customs procedures.
In 2012, 50 containers were sent, seven 
of which were sent to Emmaus groups 
in Latin America and 43 of which were 
sent to Emmaus groups in Africa. Despite 
the financial crisis which is still affecting 
many countries, the solidarity between 
groups showcased by this programme is 
the same year on year, and has even in-
creased this year with new participants 
such as the UK Emmaus communities. 

THIS YEAR, EMMAuS uK SENT ITS FIRST 
CONTAINER following two training and information 
days at Emmaus Coventry in May 2012. In 
November, Pascal Rajerison, director of the 
Emmaus vie group in Madagascar, visited 
several uK groups including Emmaus Coventry, 
Cambridge and village Carlton. Discussion took 
place on the needs of the Madagascar group and 
the opportunities that receiving a container would 
provide. Several uK groups worked together to 
provide the goods to Emmaus Coventry and put 
funds together in order to send the container at 
the end of December. This container, which arrived 
in Madagascar in February 2013, has allowed the 
Emmaus vie group to carry out important work 
at their offices and run a solidarity campaign for 
disabled people.

AS pART OF ITS FIgHT AgAINST THE CAUSES OF pOVERTy, EMMAUS INTERNATIONAL IS 
COMMITTED TO DEFENDINg FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIgHTS AND, SINCE 2003, HAS bEEN 
WORkINg ON pRIORITy ACTION AREAS, VOTED FOR by THE gROUpS. IN TERMS OF ACTION 
AND CAMpAIgNINg, EACH OF THE SIx AREAS IS ROOTED IN ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD WHICH 
SHOW THE gROUpS' COMMITMENT TO THESE CAUSES AND LEND LEgITIMACy TO THE pOLITICAL 
STANCE TAkEN ON INTERNATIONAL ISSUES.

THE ObjECTIVE OF THESE ACTION AREAS IS TO SHOW THAT THERE ARE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS, 
THAT THESE SOLUTIONS CAN bE AppLIED ANyWHERE IN THE WORLD, AND THAT EVEN THE 
pOOREST CAN bE A DRIVINg FORCE bEHIND THE DECISIONS THAT AFFECT THEIR FUTURE.

IMpROVINg 
ACCESS 
TO bASIC  
RIgHTS
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Healthcare Migrants' rights and 
freedom of movement

Context

Poverty makes the poor vulnerable to 
health problems and increases the lack 
of equality in healthcare. For this rea-
son, Emmaus International has chosen 
to make access to healthcare part of its 
priority action. It aims to make it possible 
for even the poorest to have access to 
health care, and to establish community 
health care systems. Mutual health sche-
mes have, therefore, been implemented 
in Africa and Asia to allow local people to 
meet their healthcare costs, gain access to 
quality medical treatment and take part 
in the initiative as a community. Mem-
bers make a monthly contribution and, 
in return, they are reimbursed part of 
their healthcare costs. The amount to be 
reimbursed is decided by the beneficia-
ries themselves and helps cover the costs 
of medicines, vaccinations, consultations 
and even hospitalisation.

progress

In Africa, more than 1600 members 
from eight Emmaus groups in Benin and 
Burkina Faso now benefit from mutual 
health schemes. Local committees ma-
nage agreements with health centres, 

creating health partnerships. Now, with 
ten years of experience in the field, 
Emmaus International is reforming the 
scheme and taking expert advice in order 
to make it even more successful. The 
reform is intended to make the scheme 
run even more smoothly and efficiently 
by making a number of changes, inclu-
ding creating national systems, replacing 
individual tariffs with family ones and 
improving management techniques. An 
assembly will be held in September 2013 
to conclude the reform of the scheme.
In Asia, two mutual health schemes, in 
India and in Bangladesh, were launched 
two years ago and almost 2000 people 
are now enjoying improved care at dedi-
cated health centres and Emmaus health 
camps. Although it is still early days for 
these mutual health schemes, they are 
already seeking to improve their mana-
gement and establish good practice in 
order to improve the service they offer. 
Progress has been slow but steady as the 
directors have been careful to respect the 
Emmaus International principle of finan-
cial independence, without ruling out the 
possibility of expanding the schemes in 
the future.
On both continents, Emmaus Internatio-
nal provides support for the schemes in 
the areas of quality, independence and 
maintaining high administrative and 
budgetary standards.

In the field

The mutual health schemes have made 
it possible for an entire region to improve 
its standard of living. For example, 423 
families have already signed up to the 
Thanapara Swallows programme in Ban-
gladesh, and the directors are working on 
gradually extending the scheme to other 
groups so it has enough members to be 
sustainable and financially independent.
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Context

One of Emmaus International's basic 
principles is that people should be offe-
red shelter unconditionally, no matter 
their nationality, background or religion. 
Every day, Emmaus groups witness the 
difficulties faced by migrants and how 
these difficulties lead to injustice and po-
verty. Therefore, it comes as no surprise 
that in 2003 the organisation decided to 
make migrants' rights and the defence of 
freedom of movement part of its priority 
action.

progress

Emmaus International's objectives in-
clude influencing immigration policy,  
alleviating the hardship faced by mi-
grants, fighting prejudice and increasing 
public awareness of migrants’ rights. 
With this in mind, it participates in inter-
national networks of organisations cam-
paigning on migration issues, thereby 
lending legitimacy to and raising aware-
ness of its policy on the issue. The ‘A Visa 
for the World’ campaign was an important 
first step, leading to debate and collective 
action. In 2013, a new organisation with a 
wider scope was launched: the Organisa-
tion for Universal Citizenship (OUC).
The organisation comprises Emmaus 
International, the France Liberté-Da-
nielle Mitterand Foundation and Utopia 
Movement, and aims to promote global 
freedom of movement and settlement. 
To achieve this, it has issued a Univer-
sal Citizenship Passport, the holders of 
which will be free to settle in any state 
that recognises the passport, without a 
visa and with the same rights as a citizen 
of that state. Furthermore, the OUC has 
requested that the United Nations com-
mit to including a proposal for an inter-
national conference on freedom of move-

ment and settlement on the agenda of its 
General Assembly.
In April, the OUC and its objectives were 
presented at the World Social Forum 
in Tunis (Tunisia), and on 23 May, the 
organisation was officially launched at 
UNESCO House (Paris), where the first 
passports were issued to migrants and lea-
ding figures supporting the project. The 
next step is to publicise information on this 
new campaign so that groups, partners, 
sympathisers and states can get involved. 
Campaign website: www.o-c-u.org/

In the field

Emmaus groups are particularly com-
mitted to this campaign as the issue of 
migrants' rights is one that they deal with 
every day. Approximately thirty debates 
were organised over the year to explain 
the objectives of the action area, increase 
awareness among Emmaus activists and 
the general public, provide the opportu-
nity to act and establish a strong political 
stance. To give just one example of action 
taken by Emmaus groups, the Cernay 
group (France) is now working with a 
local collective to increase awareness of 
the campaign more effectively and owns 
accommodation which is specifically set 
aside for migrants.



Nokoué: an original  
and ambitious funding strategy 
Since 2003, Emmaus groups have been at the 
heart of the action, raising a large proportion of the 
project's funding. world water Day on 22 March 
is, of course, when most events in support of the 
project are held, but Emmaus groups organise 
fund-raising events aimed at the general public 
such as themed sales throughout the year.

In addition, some funding for the project and 
local people has come from outside Emmaus 
International. The European Commission's "Eu-
ACP water Facility", part of the 10th European 
Development Fund; the Abbé Pierre Foundation; and 
the San Zeno Foundation, via Emmaus Italy, have 
all contributed to the funding of the project. And 
this year, in 2013, the Ile-de-France region will be 
joining them.
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Fighting people 
trafficking

Water

Context

For years, Emmaus has seen that the 
issues of migration and human traffic-
king are linked: three quarters of traf-
ficking victims are from another country. 
This must be taken into account when 
tackling these important political and hu-
man rights issues, and responses to both 
must be complementary and cohesive. 
This is why, at our 2012 World Assembly, 
Emmaus groups chose to take action on 
"the fight against all forms of exploita-
tion or human slavery and trafficking." 

progress

Once new priority action has been ap-
proved by the Assembly, the first phase 
is to take an inventory of local initia-

tives that are already tackling the issue. 
As these initiatives vary greatly depen-
ding on the region and the local context,  
taking an inventory will allow informa-
tion to be compiled on the levels of exper-
tise of the groups behind the initiatives 
so they can pool their experience. In the 
future, as part of the second phase of the 
initiative, it seems likely that a common 
action plan will be implemented by and 
for those affected with the support of 
voluntary Emmaus groups and Emmaus 
International. It will then be possible to 
propose a strong international political 
stance. For now, there are plans to esta-
blish a fund from which groups will be 
able to request financial support for their 
activities in the field.

In the field

In Europe, groups have reported that 
more and more young people (under the 
age of 18) and women are asking for help 
and protection. The current activities of 
Emmaus groups can be divided into three 
categories: raising awareness through 
campaigning; preventing problems by 
organising public debates and providing 
victims with assistance; and facilitating 
integration by providing migrants with 
social and psychological support and gui-
dance. Some Emmaus Europe groups are 
also working together in focus groups 
to better coordinate the defence of mi-
grants' rights and the rights of asylum 
seekers. 

Context

Due to their international connec-
tions, Emmaus groups are aware of 
the daily difficulties many face when it 
comes to access to drinking water and sa-
nitation. These difficulties lead in turn to 
others - sanitary, financial and agricultu-
ral problems; a loss of time - and build up 
to become sources of poverty, disease and 
even death. Therefore, in 2003, Emmaus 
International decided to implement prio-
rity action to highlight the lack of access 
to water in some parts of the world and 
show that change can come from the  
poorest through their collective action.

progress

In 2006, Emmaus International 
launched a pilot scheme, the ‘Citizens 
Together in Solidarity for Water on No-
koué’ project. This project aimed to give 
the 70 000 people who live on or around 
Lake Nokoué in Benin sustainable access 
to safe drinking water as part of a com-
munity initiative. Together, Emmaus 
International, the local Emmaus groups 
and the local authority developed the 
project in such a way that the people of 
Nokoué will eventually be able to ma-
nage the project themselves, through a 
water users’ organisation. It is hoped that 
the facilities and good practice that have 
been established will prove to be sustai-
nable and will lead to better health for 
all. After preliminary studies and two 
pilot building projects, work has now 
begun on seven other sites around the 
lake, where water conveyance structures, 
latrine blocks and a sewage treatment 
unit will be built by June 2014. In the 
meantime, Emmaus International and a 
partner organisation are continuing to 
run an extensive information campaign 
to raise awareness about hygiene among 
the local people.

In the field

The Nokoué project has shown that even 
the poorest can be at the heart of progress. 
It is an excellent example of an Emmaus 
International initiative as it showcases 
a community taking responsibility for 
the management of its own water. The 
success of the project will allow Emmaus 
groups to take the issue of access to water 
forward by campaigning and persuading 
local people and authorities that more 
can be done in their region, whether it is 
a matter of preserving natural resources, 
tackling pollution, resisting the privatisa-
tion of water, raising awareness or ano-
ther challenge.
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Ethical finance and a 
solidarity-based economy

Education

Context

For many years, Emmaus Internatio-
nal has promoted alternative economic 
solutions and has witnessed the success 
of solidarity-based practices in terms 
of wealth creation. Due to this, and to 
the importance of preserving the orga-
nisation's political and financial inde-
pendence, a focus on ethical finance has 
long been one of Emmaus International's 
key policies and is now part of its priority 
action. Indeed, faced with the deregula-
tion of the market economy and finan-
cial industry, the consequences of which 
Emmaus groups have observed in terms 
of increased poverty and instability, sup-
porting and promoting a financial sys-
tem that better serves the interest of all 
has become an absolute necessity. It has 
never been more important for economic 
systems to be based on the principles of 
solidarity and social responsibility.

progress

The ethical finance action area got off 
to a strong start with the establishment 
of the Emmaus Ethical Fund in partner-
ship with an ethical Italian bank, the Ban-
ca Popolare Etica. Emmaus groups have 
the option to deposit money into the fund 
and the money raised acts as a financial 
reserve which is used to guarantee loans 
granted by the bank to Emmaus groups or 
other ethical organisations. These loans 
are then used to support socially useful 
economic activities. Currently, around 
one million euros have been deposited 
into the fund by approximately 50 groups 
from a wide range of countries. Emmaus 
International also raises awareness of 
ethical finance among its members, en-
courages them to transfer their assets to 
ethical banks and improves their practices. 

In 2012, the decision was made at the 
World Assembly in Anglet (France) to 
expand ethical finance to include the 
concept of a "solidarity-based economy". 
This decision shows a strong political will 
to go further than the Emmaus Ethical 
Fund and focus on this issue more clo-
sely. Discussions to develop new financial 
practices are therefore in progress. Fur-
thermore, other aspects of an economy 
based on solidarity and ethical finance 
are to be explored, with discussion on mi-
cro-credit and a focus on financial prac-
tices in particular. Finally, in spring 2013, 
Emmaus France and Emmaus Europe 
began work on a joint initiative to hold 
debates on the issue with French groups 
and to develop their solidarity-based eco-
nomic practices.

In the field

Each Emmaus group puts this policy 
into action in its own way. Members of 
Emmaus Alençon (France), for example, 
decided to contribute to the Emmaus 
Ethical Fund as they appreciate its inno-
vativeness and mutuality, and the fact 
that they could see the difference the 
project was making to those who re-
ceived loans. This decision testifies to a 
strong sense of solidarity within Emmaus 
which will help support future projects, 
whether they are nearby or thousands of 
miles away, and whether they are run by 
Emmaus groups or other organisations 
which share the same values. 

Context

Educational failure is an issue that al-
most all Emmaus groups have come up 
against as it is so often either the cause 
or the consequence of the poverty faced 
by the individuals they support. For 
Emmaus International, whose mission 
is to help the poorest find a way back 
into society, education is, therefore, an 
essential tool. The issue becomes even 
more important when we consider that in 
many countries Emmaus groups make up 
for the failings of the state by providing 
schools and training to people who othe-
rwise wouldn't have access to education. 
This is why "Access to Education" is a 
priority action area, which has been im-
plemented around the world since 2007.

progress

A wide range of initiatives are in place, 
responding to the different problems that 
Emmaus groups face in each country, re-
gion and group of people. Therefore, the 
decision was made to develop an interna-
tional programme that could be adapted 
to each context. An Emmaus Internatio-
nal fund has been providing financial aid 
and support for training and education 
initiatives in Latin America, Asia and 
Africa for several years. In 2012, 40 000 
euros went towards financing important 
educational projects which had both so-
cial and political aspects. This funding 
was used in two ways. First, it was used 
to provide classes, including both tradi-
tional subjects and more vocational trai-
ning, for young people facing difficulties 
such as exclusion, poverty, isolation or di-
sability. Second, Emmaus groups used it 
to give children the means to escape from 
poverty and to help them know their 
rights and participate fully in society. 
Although the details of each initiative 
depend on the country and the context, 
the educational initiatives organised by 

the groups are always built on these two 
foundations.
The main concern now is to secure exter-
nal funding in order to be able to provide 
greater support for the groups' projects 
and to consolidate the positions and prac-
tices upon which Emmaus International 
will be able to build a strong political 
stance and campaign.

In the field 

The work carried out in the America 
region since 2000 has set a high stan-
dard for the international programme. 
During Emmaus regional councils, wor-
king groups on education select cross-
continent projects to be developed, with 
different groups working on different as-
pects of the project. Support is provided 
so that the projects and micro projects 
which are selected can become sustai-
nable and financially independent educa-
tional programmes.
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EMMAUS INTERNATIONAL IS ACTIVE IN FOUR REgIONS ON FOUR CONTINENTS. EACH REgION 
HAS ITS OWN SECRETARIAT AND ELECTED MEMbERS, AS WELL AS ExCHANgES bETWEEN LOCAL 
gROUpS, REgIONAL pROjECTS, ADMINISTRATIVE SUppORT AND A SySTEM OF SOLIDARITy 
WHICH pROVIDES A FIRM FOUNDATION FOR THE EMMAUS CAUSE.
HERE IS AN OVERVIEW OF THE ACTIVITy AND pROgRESS IN EACH REgION.

THE EMMAUS 
REgIONS

D AfricA
The Africa region comprises 15 groups in 
9 countries. The activities in this region 
include social and economic initiatives and 
educational and sanitation programmes. 
In response to the interest that many local 
organisations have shown in Emmaus Inter-
national, in 2013 elected members and the 
secretariat visited several groups that are 
either trial members or hoping to be. They 
also worked on improving communication 
and coordination within the region by organi-
sing meetings and debates with and between 
Emmaus groups. At international level, the 
region was behind a drive to increase parti-
cipation in themed meetings and exchanges 
with groups from the other continents. As for 
the international solidarity initiatives, groups 

that received a container or funding for their 
projects benefited from ongoing support to 
ensure that the international support made 
as much impact as possible. Close attention 
was paid to the impact of the Nokoué project 
and the reform of the mutual health scheme, 
the first evaluation of which took place in 
July 2012 in Burkina Faso and the second in 
January 2013 in Benin in the presence of the 
regional elected members.

D AMEricA
The America region comprises 28 groups in 
8 countries. Emmaus groups are involved in 
many different activities, but most of their in-
come comes from selling second-hand clothes 
and from workshops: carpentry, metalwork, re-
pair of household appliances, etc. The groups 
invest most of their energy and resources 
in education and training programmes. The 
highlights of the past year include several 
regional and international meetings, such as 
the Education Commission and the working 
group for the urban Solid waste Project. More 
generally, the region and its elected members 
have put into place many political and solida-
rity partnerships and an emergency support 
system. Last year, the region's elected mem-
bers managed to visit all the Emmaus America 

groups (with the exception of the uS groups 
who they plan to visit in 2013) in order to find 
out more about their initiatives. In addition, the 
region worked on improving its coordination 
with Emmaus International and the Emmaus 
groups in order to improve local relations, 
increase the frequency of exchanges and over-
come language problems. Objective for next 
year: to increase each group's participation in 
international activities.
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THE EMMAuS REgIONS

D AsiA
The Asia region comprises 7 groups in 4 
countries. Of the many Emmaus initiatives 
in Asia, three stand out due to their local 
impact and their importance in terms of 
policy. First, Emmaus groups are working 
on providing access to water and finding 
ways to save it, both of which are essential 
in terms of the water table and sustainable 
agriculture. Second, Emmaus groups have 
responded to the appropriation of land by 
multinationals with a show of solidarity by 
supporting ethical finance, micro-credit pro-
jects and local financial institutions. Finally, 
an eco-tourism project is being developed 
as an alternative source of income in order 
to bring the region closer to self-sufficiency. 
This project will offer holidaymakers the oppor-
tunity to explore Asia ethically and responsibly. 

In addition to all this, the elected members 
and the secretariat have provided ongoing 
support for the priority action on education, 
health and migrants' rights. The region has 
responded to three emergency situations, 
each of which required both attention and 
financial support in order for the Emmaus 
groups affected to be able to recover speedily.

D EurOpE

The Europe region comprises 275 groups in 
16 countries. In 2012, through the European 
Solidarity Programme, Emmaus groups helped 
four groups finance projects and activities. 
Although it is involved in a range of issues, 
such as ethical finance and environmental 

sustainability, last year the region was particu-
larly active with regards to the issue of human 
trafficking and the right to asylum, with a cam-
paign managed by Emmaus groups and a mee-
ting with European union representatives. Sum-
mer camps for young volunteers were organised 
in eight different countries during the year. 

The high point of the year was the European 
meeting in verona (Italy) in April 2013, in 
which 110 groups took part. with a focus on 
discussion and debate, this meeting provided 
an opportunity to broach both the subject of 
Emmaus Europe's economic, social and poli-
tical role and the subject of sustainability in 
a period of negative growth. Small working 
groups debated the challenges the future will 
bring under the guidance of specialists on 
these subjects. The groups’ suggestions were 
discussed and evaluated.
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EMMAUS INTERNATIONAL IS FINANCED SOLELy by ITS MEMbER ORgANISATIONS’ MEMbERSHIp 
DUES AND CONTRIbUTIONS. THE SOLIDARITy pROjECTS ARE SOMETIMES, HOWEVER, 
SUppORTED by ExTERNAL pARTNERS. bELOW yOU WILL FIND INFORMATION AbOUT INCOME 
AND ExpENDITURE, THE bALANCE SHEET, bUDgET FORECASTS, pARTNERSHIpS AND EMMAUS 
INTERNATIONAL’S ACTIVITIES IN FIgURES.

FINANCIAL
REpORT
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balance sheet excerpt (in euros)
    
1 - Assets   as at 31/12/2012 31/12/2011
 gross Depreciation Net Net
Total fixed assets      e 1 122 053    e 80 918    e 1 041 135    e 1 043 336   
Total current assets e 3 691 732    e 840 957    e 2 858 895    e 3 003 809   
unrealised exchange loss e 12 598 - e 12 598 e 17 097
Overall total e 4 826 383  e 921 874 e 3 912 628 e 4 064 242      
    
2 - Liabilities    as at 31/12/2012 31/12/2011
    Net Net
Funds    e 1 002 413    e 695 564  
Risk and contingency provisions  e 663 540                 e 161 744   
Dedicated funds        e 643 998              e 1 179 596   
Debts       e 1 601 733             e 2 058 045  
unrealised exchange gain    e 944 e 1019 
Overall total       e 3 912 628    e 4 095 968   

Income and expenditure  

2012 ended with a surplus of 306 849 euros, partly due to an increased amount of membership dues coming in and to 
a concerted effort to contain spending throughout the year. 

1 - Operations: € 292 512 surplus   

2 - priority Action and Solidarity: € 14 336 surplus

Membership dues e 1 078 473 Sponsorship e 66 000  

Donations and legacies e 29 927

Abbé pierre and Emmaus France 
contributions e 30 247

Reversals of provisions e 33 163   

Misc. e 79 061

Special contributions 
e 575 470

Income
€ 3 484 775

Expenditure
€ 1 599 829

Expenditure
€ 3 470 439

Staff for management tasks e 477 657 

Reserves for depreciation 
e 10 737   

provisions e 63 666   

Life of the Movement 
e 120 551   

Training e -    

Overheads e 58 574   

Communications e 16 453   
Meeting costs e 154 105   

Support to decentralised 
organisations e 252 553   

Membership dues  
e 556 472  

Emmaus sales 
e 489 143

Targeted contributions 
e 986 948   Non-allocated donations e 8 616   

Allocated reserves 
e 1 179 596   

Subsidies and external 
income e 264 000 priority action e 898 133

2012 Emmaus Salons e 7 201   

Containers e 32 062   

EC emergency 
fund e 23 093   

Allocated reserves e 643 998 
Regional solidarity 
projects/funds  
e 271 477

Other commitments 
e 420 666 

general management  
of priority action 
e 1 173 810   

2012 in figures

2013 budget (in euros)

The 2013 budget is broken down into two parts: firstly, the Operating budget, which itemises financial data 
about the organisation’s day-to-day activities (membership dues, salaries and management costs, for example). 
Secondly the Priority Action and Solidarity budget details data about our initiatives around the world. 

1 - Expenditure

≥ Operations / “Structure and Life of the Movement”
Staff for management tasks e 540 000
Overheads e 95 000
Financial management e 29 500
Administration e 7 000
Communications e 131 400
Meeting costs e 173 000
Coordination and mobilisation e 3 000
Training and exchanges e 55 000
Support for decentralised organisations e 280 000
Statutory and organisational matters e 2 000
Reserves for depreciation e 55 000
TOTAL e 1 370 900   

≥ priority Action and Solidarity 
Priority action e 2 178 000
International solidarity e 487 500
Coordination and general management of priority action and solidarity e 446 000
TOTAL e 3 112 000

2 - Income

 
Membership dues e 1 650 000
Donations and legacies e 90 000
Nokoué contributions e 1 964 000
Solidarity sales e 440 000
group contributions not including Nokoué e 257 000
Sponsorship e 100 000 
TOTAL e 4 501 000
   

To make a donation to Emmaus International to support  
its work, please go to www.emmaus-international.org P

2013 Forecast  

Income
€ 1 890 341

External funding

To safeguard its independence, the sustainability of its action and its freedom of speech, Emmaus 
International’s resources primarily come from its member groups. However, to reinforce specific international 
solidarity initiatives, ethical partnerships and external financing are sought.  
-  The partnership with Orange supports the development of mobile telephone recycling workshops in France, 

Burkina-Faso, Benin and Madagascar.
-  The European Commission, the French region of Ile-de-France, the Abbé Pierre Foundation and the San Zeno 

Foundation (via Emmaus Italy) contribute towards the Nokoué project (see p.20).

The content of the publication is the responsibility of Emmaus International alone and may in no way be 
considered a reflection of the European union’s viewpoint

World Assembly 
445 533 e   



EMMAUS INTERNATIONAL IN bRIEF…

≥  A SHARED ObjECTIVE 
working with and for the poor so they can take back control of their lives.

≥  A VARIETy OF ACTIVITIES 
Local and international action, social and income-generating initiatives that are as diverse 
as Emmaus organisations’ contexts.

≥  INTERNATIONAL ACTION 
Priority action (access to education, healthcare and water) and solidarity initiatives (sales, 
financing projects, shipping containers).

≥   WORkINg ON FOUR CONTINENTS 
337 member organisations in 37 countries (in Africa, America, Asia and Europe).

www.emmaus-international.org
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